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                    Launch a paid chat community in minutes [image: Rocket Photo]

                    LaunchPass makes it easy for you to charge for access to Discord, Telegram & Slack.
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                Get started in minutes

                Connect your chat platform
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                    Or schedule a free demo call
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            1,000,000+ members managed for our Customers
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                            Monetize Anything

                            Charge for access to any type of community
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                            Turn Your Passion Into Profit

                            Get paid doing what you know and love
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                            Launch In Minutes

                            Launch your community in less than 5 minutes
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                        Start & Grow


                        LaunchPass gives you everything you need to build a thriving paid Discord, Telegram & Slack community. You focus on great content and growth, and we handle everything else, from invites to permissions and more.
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            Get Paid Globally

            Enhance convenience and streamline payments with flexible wide range of options on LaunchPass.

            	
                
                  
                
                Stripe              
	
                
                  
                
                All major credit cards              
	
                
                  
                
                Apple Pay & Google Pay              
	
                
                  
                
                Wide range of Cryptocurrencies              
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              Try for free
              Book a demo
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                        Monitor & Manage

                        Built-in member management features like billing and community analytics make administration a breeze, while your activity feed lets you keep your finger on the pulse of your community.
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                                        Build automated workflows with Stripe + Zapier
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				                Unparalleled Support

                Our Customer Success team offers reliable and dedicated support to help you grow your membership business.

                	
                                
                                    
                                
								Unlimited 24/7 support                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
								 1-1 Configuration consultation                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
								99.99 % Uptime                            


                
                    Get started for free
                    Book a demo
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                        Estimate what you could make on LaunchPass.

                    

                    
                        
                            Enter number of subscribers
                            
                        

                        
                            Enter Price
                            
                            
                            Monthly
Yearly


                            

                            
                            
                        

                    

                    
                    You receive:

                    $00/year

                    

                    Get started
                    
                    
                    You keep all revenue after any applicable LaunchPass and Stripe fees.
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                 Start earning from your community in a few clicks. 

                 LaunchPass is the easiest way to charge for access to your Discord, Telegram or Slack community. Create your account in minutes and start earning money for the value you offer. 
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                All types of paid chat 
communities thrive on LaunchPass

                From startups to content creators to finance and trade, thousands of people use LaunchPass to power their paid chat communities.
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                            LaunchPass for Podcasts                        
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                                Set up a paid podcast community on Discord, Telegram or Slack.
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                            LaunchPass for Resellers                        
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                                Start charging for access to you reseller in minutes.
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                            Membership Site                        
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                                Offer members-only content perks, and community without breaking the bank.
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                            Finance & Stock Alerts                        
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                                Monetize your passion for stocks and trade with LaunchPass.
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                            LaunchPass for Youtubers & Content Creators                        
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                                Drive more revenue from your audience without relying on ads.
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                            Crypto & NFT groups                        
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                                Built and monetize your Crypto or NFT community on Discord, Telegram and Slack.
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                            Sport picks                        
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                                Launch a Sports picks Community in Minutes
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                            Set up a paid podcast community on Discord, Telegram or Slack.
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                            Start charging for access to you reseller in minutes.
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                            Offer members-only content perks, and community without breaking the bank.
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                            Monetize your passion for stocks and trade with LaunchPass.
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                            Drive more revenue from your audience without relying on ads.
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                            Built and monetize your Crypto or NFT community on Discord, Telegram and Slack.
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                            Launch a Sports picks Community in Minutes

                        

                                            

                

            
    
        

    



    

    
	  
	  
        
		See why our users ❤️ LaunchPass 🚀 


          
  		

	  	
	    
		  
									
							
								I love LaunchPass!!

								
									LaunchPass manages everything perfectly and flawlessly. If you run any type of business with recurring subs and have dealt with the frustration of removing and adding members yourself, you need LaunchPass ASAP. My business grew exponentially after teaming up with them, absolutely love LaunchPass and their team!								
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								"The support team here is amazing!"

								
									Launchpass has helped streamline my business & allowed me to focus on creating content for my subscribers. I'm able to create multiple channels for the various subscription packages I offer with ease. The support team here is amazing! They're always available & respond to any query within minutes.								
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									Launchpass helped us build and commercialize a 500+ community within a few days. Behind their powerful product is an amazing team that gave us the insights we needed to keep growing.
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										    Chris, Convert.ai                                        

																			

								

							

						  							
								
									Wow! CEO reached out to me!! Wow!! 

									Wow!! What a seriously amazing experience I had with LaunchPass. I had an issue, and the CEO reached out to me personally and offered to help me solve it immediately! Never expected a CEO to reach out to personally help me! I’m extremely happy with their service team, the CEO Seth, and Arygrios the Customer Service Manager!
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									A simple yet powerful way to monetize your chat group, automate payments and manage members. Amazing customer support as well!
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										    Moe, Moneyheist                                        

																			

								

							

						  							
								
									 

									It was incredibly quick and easy to set up premium chat rooms with LaunchPass. It only took a few minutes to create a fully functioning system complete with product pages, payment options, payment processing, and welcome emails! 10/10 value!
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										    Bytespinners Consulting                                        
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									Using LaunchPass to monetize and manage the discord community has made my job easy! Setup and configuration are simplified to a few clicks of your mouse and a couple of lines of text. If you're looking for the best solution to manage your Discord or Slack. server, then look no further, you found it with LaunchPass!
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										    Ryan                                        

																			

								

							

						  							
								
									Fast customer service with migration… 

									Fast customer service with migration from a previous owner to me. Friendly and quick to respond. Having no issues with incorporating their platform with my business.
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										    Origin Trading                                        
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									It seems like any new tech company doesn't even have an 800 number. LaunchPass is the total opposite. I got a personal rep (Danny) to assist me and he was well-versed, knowledgeable, and had answers for the very many questions I asked. I wish every company had a Danny and offered a similar experience! 5/5 stars!
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									Launchpass empowered us to build an AI community of hundreds of members within a few days. Their team was incredibly helpful and knowledgeable, we went from concept to launch in no time thanks to them.
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										    Roberto                                        

																			

								

							

						  							
								
									Problem was solved 

									My problem was solved. Customer support helped me a lot.
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									I wanted to give a huge shoutout to Launchpass.com... Since signing up I've been tremendously impressed by all of the automation involved with being a member and this has helped my community grow. Thanks, LaunchPass for creating an awesome and dependable service for myself and my community!
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									I wanted to take some time to give a shout-out to LaunchPass. Without them I wouldn’t be able to launch a successful discord server. From start to finish they made this process very easy. They helped me every step of the way. The customer service is amazing! I’m excited to see what the future holds.
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										    Shawn                                        

																			

								

							

						  							
								
									LaunchPass is just Awesome! 

									LaunchPass has always given me great service with no long waiting times, canned responses, lack of product knowledge, etc. They care about their customers and this alone will place them lightyears ahead of their competition (if any!). They get 5 stars from me!
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									Starting out my business with LaunchPass has allowed me to expand my company from setting my server up, to managing payments and overall user experience. I've been able to focus on the growth of my business while letting LaunchPass handle the backend of my system! It is by far one of the best solutions out there for any business looking to monetize their Discord group. You guys are awesome! Thank you so much for everything!!
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									Using LaunchPass has helped our business immensely. Not only did it automate the signup process, but it also helps us keep track of every member, whether they have paid, are currently active, or when they canceled. Moving to LaunchPass was the best decision we ever made.
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										    Jesse                                        

																			

								

							

						  							
								
									 

									Were it not for LaunchPass the logistics of establishing a subscription service on Discord would be near impossible! Customers can seamlessly join and leave using the platform, and the integration of Stripe makes all the numbers digestible. The customer service LaunchPass provides is second to none.
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										    Nahu                                        

																			

								

							

						  							
								
									 

									Very user-friendly platform and staff that help you launch your community ASAP without any hurdles or hardships, truly love it!
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                    Why Build Your Paid 
Community With LaunchPass?

                    Built-in member management features like billing and community analytics make administration a breeze, while your activity feed lets you keep your finger on the pulse of your community.
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                            Get Started In Minutes

                            Creating a paid subscription community has never been easier. Connect your Discord, Telegram or Slack account, connect Stripe, set up your invite page and you’re off! In minutes you can start charging for your paid chat community.
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                            Monetize Your Community

                            Whether you’re just getting started with your Discord server, Telegram or Slack group, or you have an established community, LaunchPass enables you to charge for access to Discord, Telegram and Slack  - no coding required.
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                            Easily Manage Your Members

                            LaunchPass makes member management a breeze. We handle everything from invites to member activity tracking so you can focus on building your paid Discord, Telegram or Slack community.
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                            Flexible Subscription Options

                            Set your own subscription price and give your paid community members different subscription options with the click of a button. With our flexible subscription options you can offer free trials and select what frequency you want to charge customers (weekly, monthly, yearly, etc.)
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                            Stress-free Billing

                            LaunchPass is a verified Stripe Partner and all transactions are administered using the Stripe platform. Connect your bank account in seconds and get paid quickly and safely. Rest assured knowing you’ll be paid on time, hassle-free.
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                            Your Community, Your Brand

                            With LaunchPass you can create seamless experiences consistent with your brand. Create custom branded invite pages - no need to build a website. Already have a website? Embed our payment widget on any existing page on your domain within minutes.

                        

					                

            

        

    
    

    


      
        
          
            
              Pick a Plan

              Simple & honest pricing. If you need help deciding which plan is right for you, you can book a call with one of our experts.

              Book a free call to learn more
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      Basic

                      Free Forever

                    

                  

                  $0
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                        Automated member invites                      
	
                        
                          
                        
                        Unlimited free members                      
	
                        
                          
                        
                        One-click disable/enable signups                      
	
                        
                          
                        
                        Customizable invite page design                      
	
                        
                          
                        
                        Custom description                      
	
                        
                          
                        
                        Automated invites                      


                

              

              
                
                   
                    
                      Premium

                      14 day free trial

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                         Most popular                      
                    

                  

                  $29 /month

                  +3.5% transaction fee
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                        All features included from basic                      
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                        Track analytics and conversions                      
	
                        
                          
                        
                        24/7 live chat support for your team & subscribers                      
	
                        
                          
                        
                        Access to our Discord, Telegram & Slack configuration experts                      
	
                        
                          
                        
                        Access to our customer success & growth teams                      


                

              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              Pick a Plan

              Simple & honest pricing. If you need help deciding which plan is right for you, you can book a call with one of our experts.
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				Launch your paid chat community today!
                
                    Get started for free
                    Book a demo
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				                Choose your platform

                LaunchPass integrates seamlessly with Discord, Telegram and Slack, giving you the flexibility to pick the platform that's best to grow you membership business.
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                            Discord enables super flexible configuration and scalability. Roles allow you to set different permissions and access to channels within a server, making organization and management easy.
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                                            Simple Set up

                                        

                                        Connect your Discord account to LaunchPass and start building your pay-to-access community. Launch in minutes!

                                    

								                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                            Community Management

                                        

                                        Charge for access to specific roles and channels - new or existing - within your Discord community. Robust role and permission management enabling easy community management.

                                    

								                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                            Features

                                        

                                        Text chat, voice chat, video calls, file sharing, cross-platform compatibility, auto-kick or role removal on cancel.

                                    

								                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                            Integrations

                                        

                                        Seamless integration with Google Analytics, Rewardful and affiliate programs, YouTube, Twitch, Twitter, GitHub, and more.

                                    

															                        

                        
							Connect Discord                            
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                            Telegram offers scalability, security, and scalability. Groups allow for discussion among members, and channels enable broadcasting messages to large audiences.
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                                            Simple Set up

                                        

                                        Connect your Telegram account to LaunchPass and start building your pay-to-access community. Launch in minutes!

                                    

								                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                            Community Management

                                        

                                        Charge for access to groups and channels in Telegram, create tiered offers, and take advantage of powerful community moderation tools.

                                    

								                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                            Features

                                        

                                        Public and private groups, large group capacity, moderation tools,  file-sharing, polls, and more

                                    

								                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                            Integrations

                                        

                                        Seamless integration with Google Analytics, Rewardful and affiliate programs,  GitHub, Google Drive, Twitter, and many more.
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											What is  LaunchPass?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											LaunchPass makes it easy to create private, premium communities on Discord, Telegram or Slack. Whether you want to charge monthly, yearly, or for one-time access to your group, we have you covered. Everything is automated for you; from creating your offer and accepting payment to inviting your customers, and removing them upon cancelation or failed charges. No more manually keeping track of who paid, or who didn’t.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Is LaunchPass secure?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Yes. LaunchPass is safe to use and is secure. We take user privacy, and security very seriously. All payments and transfers are securely run through Stripe.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Is LaunchPass free?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											LaunchPass follows a freemium model. A free plan exists for users looking to get familiarized with the software and its potential. For those looking to charge for access to their Discord, Telegram or Slack community, the premium plan is the way to go.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											What Kind of Communities Use LaunchPass?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											LaunchPass’ flexible model makes it suitable for any community on Discord, Telegram or Slack. Stock trading groups, sneaker groups, financial & crypto alerts groups, cook groups, content creators on YouTube, and podcasters are some of the many communities that have had success with LaunchPass.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											How Much Does LaunchPass Cost?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											LaunchPass has a free and premium plan. The premium plan is $29/ month with a 3.5% transaction fee and unlocks full control and advanced functionality.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											How do you process membership fees?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Stripe. It allows you to connect your bank account, get your money transferred quickly and safely and requires no coding knowledge to set up using our system. Stripe charges a separate processing fee of 2.9% + 30 cents that applies to all transactions.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											What if I want to change plans?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											It's quick and easy to switch between our different pricing plans. Changes to your account will happen in real-time and any fees will be changed accordingly for all signups moving forward.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Can I charge a one-time fee instead of a recurring fee? What about free trials?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Yes! We have many options for how you wish to accept payment from your customers. You can charge customers in a variety of ways (daily, weekly, monthly, yearly or one-time). Furthermore, we offer the ability to give one-week, two-week and one month free trials so your customers can try before they buy!
                                        

                                    

                                

							                        

                    

                

			                
                    
                        
							                                
                                    
                                        
											But what’s Discord?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Discord is a chat app that was originally developed for team communication and has grown to be an excellent tool for communities- both large and small, open and pay-to-access. Create yours and play around for free!
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Are you affiliated with Discord?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Nope. While we love Discord and are excited to build on top of their platform, we are not affiliated or supported by Discord.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Why do you ask for so many permissions?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Discord requires us to ask for these to have the ability to send invites on your behalf. We take privacy extremely seriously, and will never send messages, or access your data for anything other than our stated purposes. You can readour privacy policy here.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Can you Charge for Discord?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Absolutely! With LaunchPass you can charge for multi-tier access to Discord servers, roles and channels. You can create paid communities with premium content. Once you create a landing page for your community, members that wish to access special content will need to pay the fee you set.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											How do you Charge Someone for Discord?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											When a member visits your created landing page, they’ll be prompted to enter payment information via Stripe to access your content. From there they will be charged as specified on your page details.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											How do I Connect Discord to LaunchPass?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Connecting Discord, Telegram or Slack is easy and can be done here. Simply click ‘connect’ on your preferred platform and follow the steps to selecting your server.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Can you Monetize a Discord server?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Yes, roles, and channels with premium content can be monetized so only paying members can access them. With LaunchPass you have the option to leave certain channels open to all members while others are only accessed by members that pay for your content.
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											Telegram is a chat app that was originally developed for team communication and has grown to be an excellent tool for communities- both large and small, open and pay-to-access. Create yours and play around for free!
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											Nope. While we love Telegram and are excited to build on top of their platform, we are not affiliated or supported by Telegram.
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											Telegram requires us to ask for these to have the ability to send invites on your behalf. We take privacy extremely seriously, and will never send messages, or access your data for anything other than our stated purposes. You can readour privacy policy here.
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											Absolutely! With LaunchPass you can charge for multi-tier access to Telegram servers, roles and channels. You can create paid communities with premium content. Once you create a landing page for your community, members that wish to access special content will need to pay the fee you set.
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											When a member visits your created landing page, they’ll be prompted to enter payment information via Stripe to access your content. From there they will be charged as specified on your page details.
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											Connecting Telegram or Slack is easy and can be done here. Simply click ‘connect’ on your preferred platform and follow the steps to selecting your server.
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											Yes, roles, and channels with premium content can be monetized so only paying members can access them. With LaunchPass you have the option to leave certain channels open to all members while others are only accessed by members that pay for your content.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                        

                    

                

			                
                    
                        
							                                
                                    
                                        
											But what’s Slack?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Slack is a chat app that was originally developed for team communication and has grown to be an excellent tool for communities- both large and small, open and pay-to-access. Create yours and play around for free!
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Are you affiliated with Slack?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Nope. While we love Slack and are excited to build on top of their platform, we are not affiliated or supported by Slack.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Why do you ask for so many permissions?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Slack requires us to ask for these to have the ability to send invites on your behalf. We take privacy extremely seriously, and will never send messages, or access your data for anything other than our stated purposes. You can read our privacy policy here.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											How can I Charge for Slack?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											The first thing you need to do is create your Slack group. From there you can head to LaunchPass and 'Connect Slack' to get started with linking and managing your channels. You can then set permissions that require payment from your members if they wish to access the channel's content.
                                        

                                    

                                

							                                
                                    
                                        
											Can you make Money with Slack?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
											Slack is often used as a communication platform that helps facilitate business. With LaunchPass, Slack itself can be a means of operating a business. LaunchPass for Slack allows for complete control over the content in your channels. Sell access to certain channels and create multi-tier subscriptions, that way you can use the platform as a chat community and a means of monetizing your offering.
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